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Thank you for taking the time to peruse this new literary magazine. I am
pleased that you have an interest in good literature and art, and I hope you
will share that love with as many people as possible.
Bohemian Renaissance is a free magazine that will offer a venue for new
and emerging writers and artists. It will target people waiting in airports or
bus stations, dining alone or in libraries. It will be available in any place it is
welcome.
I believe that written word with its beauty should be tangible, with the smell
of ink, regardless of available electronic media. The written word will never
need batteries or internet hookups as long as there is print.
It will attempt to objectively promote and showcase original works that often
struggle to find validation by the customary means and routes.
Today, too many entertainment corporations are unwilling to take any risk
on original works. Hollywood is a prime example. Of late, there are remakes
of many1970’s weekly series. They make major motion pictures from these
tired ideas, disdaining original works that are submitted to them in favor of a
quick profit and little outlay of investment as they most likely already own
the rights to the material.

Editor Candace A. Hardin
Candace Hardin grew up in the mountains of
Western North Carolina.

I am all for success and I see how this is a formula that works, but there is
no growth or new blood on the table. In this venture, we will endeavor to find
and reward real original works. Never has it been more necessary for arts to
establish a place to experiment and find value in the arts. Arts are the substance that society’s history is carried on, for archaeologists do not go on
digs hoping to find great spreadsheets of ancient successful businesses.
They find the very essence of the civilizations in the arts, stories and lives of
the antiquities they excavate.

She has been greatly influenced in her writing
by the culture in the Appalachians.

The magazine will encourage objective forum for essays interviews and editorials.

She is the creator and publisher of Bohemian
Renaissance.

Bohemian Renaissance hopes to encourage the next generation of readers,
writers and artists while emphasizing good grammar and syntax. It will involve local schools in writing contests based on originality and content, rewarding winners with both publication and prizes. We hope to address the
growing neglect of the younger generation in the niceties like reading and
being able to write a sound idea or letter for future professional careers.
The magazine will initially be published quarterly. The business structure if it
will be non-profit. It will solicit donations of time and monies, utilizing grants
from individuals and organizations. Advertising and contest fees will contribute to the coffers as well.
Any and all donations are appreciated. Please contact me at bohemianlitmag@gmail.com for instructions on making donations and submissions.
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She attributes her love of words to her Mother,
who taught her to read at four years old, and
gifted her with a Golden Treasury of Poetry at
eight years old. This led to a lifelong love of
literature and poetry.
Her book of poetry, Bared Expectations, is
available at Amazon.com.

She is 100% fluent in Spanish and a student
of Latin.
Check out her blog at kandisays.blogspot.com, along with her articles
published on :
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ClashDaily.com/candacehardin websites
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The Discovery
By: R. D. Hughes

I do not now recall when or why I became obsessed
with graveyards. My life had been in turmoil for many
years, as it still generally is. Indeed, as it always has
been. I’m certain that I was gainfully employed at the
time, though the job could not have been considered a
career. It merely functioned as yet another sedative to
my ancestral mental Illness, and not as the curative
measure or the cover-up which I’d hoped it would be.
Having always been of a melancholy (not to say morbid) constitution, it was only natural that my brooding
obsessions should turn towards the granite and marble
dwelling places of those who are removed, finally and
awfully, from all human society.
The idea began quite by chance, I think. On a somber, dripping day in January, when I could find no attraction in the city which wasn’t either sold out or
closed for the holiday, I found myself pulling into the
parking lot of a famous cemetery with a few other tourists to spend the day in a slightly macabre fashion. In
addition to the graves of socially anonymous people,
there were a few hundred Confederate burials, and ancient Jewish section, many wealthy vaults from the 19th
century, influential politicians, and the grave of a famous local authoress. I left after a few hours of walking meditation, and found within my heart a new resolve: to visit as many of these necropoli as possible,
seeking for … I knew not what.
Every weekend I began to pursue this new diversion, visiting both large, well-kept and –named cemeteries, and roadside groups of moldy stones, abandoned by all still living and practically invisible from
the highway and its runaway torrent of 21st century
madness. I kept a journal, giving the name or location
of each burial ground which I visited, and some details

Photo Provided by R. D. Hughes
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and observations concerning each one – a catalogue of mild charnel experience. I did not think
such a list odd; or if I did, I merely reminded myself that no less a figure than Thomas Jefferson
was given to the making of lists as well, and proceeded to flatter myself by the implicit comparison. I never stated what it was that I sought in these experiences, though; and in my expansive listing and journalistic annotations, I suppose it began to look like I merely sought to produce a phenomenological record of experience – a dry, factual account of visits and my emotional and intellectual responses to them. Only this, and nothing more.
The following January, I obtained a copy of Jan Bondeson’s Buried A live, and with it a new and
disturbing perspective on my cemetery rambles. I should mention that I had, occasionally, visited
some of the graveyards at night – partly for the thrill, yes, but partly for something else. The quiet.
Quiet and peaceful, I told myself, but had to admit that those nocturnal visits left me feeling anything but peaceful. Grim, yes. Outraged and despondent at the inevitability of death, yes. I even
felt fear, and who wouldn’t feel at least a little afraid in a cemetery at night? But that was not all.
There was some other texture of emotional disturbance beneath all of these which I could not readily identify or place.
The Bondeson book identified it for me, and did so as clearly as a brilliant flash of midnight
lightning will starkly define and place every angle and height and feature of the city which a moment before was lost in a haze of wind and rain and darkness.
For M. Bondeson’s research had uncovered a most disturbing historical of live inhumation. The
luckless individual who is buried in a coffin before he or she is truly dead, and who awakes to this
awful truth in the narrow, utterly black and silent house, deep in the ground and surrounded –who
can tell how closely?- by similar crates containing horrors which should not be named: - how must
this person respond? To what depth of terror does the first realization plunge them? Judging
from the twisted, mangled, gnawed, and bashed remains sometimes discovered upon the disinterment of many unfortunate persons in ancient cemeteries, perhaps it is better never to know.
I stayed away from graveyards for awhile after this, deliberately not thinking of what I may
have walked over in my various rambles – rambles which I now regarded as foolhardy at best, and
perhaps dangerous at worst. But time heals all wounds, even those inflicted by wisdom, and the
returning spring changed things for me. I felt life coursing reliably through my veins as the sap
rose in the trees, the temperatures grew warmer and remained so, and various shades of tenderest
green began to replace the skeletal grays and browns of the wintertime woods and thickets. I
wanted to be outside; I wanted to feel a peaceful respite from the demands of the modern world. I
wanted to feel like a man again, and not like a machine serving other machines. And I got my
chance one fine April morning.
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I drove a local route job at this particular time in my life. One morning, as I cruised east on State Route 92,
ahead of schedule and due for a fifteen minute pause, I found myself approaching a little shaded cemetery beside

the ancient wooden Optimists’ building at the intersection of 92 and New Hope Road. I pulled cheerfully into
the parking area. Not even the blenching news that the Optimists’ building had been purchased by a band of
gloomy Puritan fundamentalists could vitiate my happiness.
I came to a stop under the shade of old pines, pulled the airbrakes, and climbed out of the weary International. Traffic whizzed by periodically, and the chirping of birds reflected my high spirits in continuous, echoing
chorus radiating out from the central location where I stood. I closed my eyes and breathed deeply. Then I
stepped toward the tiny graveyard, which I had visited twice before, and which welcomed me back like a considerate old friend, solicitous for my health and well-being.

The sunlight reached through the trees to the graves in dapples and streaks, a soft breeze blew, and the tall
pines swayed gently above me. The houses which stood near the tombs were quiet and still, their inhabitants
absent for the workday. Round and round I walked, reciting the names, noting those who had fallen in war and
brushing leaves from the marble border of a family plot. My progress carried me eastward toward the ancient
part of the cemetery, where the gravestones had been all but worn smooth by the decades of weather, and where
disturbing stone crypts or crypt-like piles of stones had been partially crumbled away, showing bare soil beneath
to the eye – sacred soil which was never meant to be seen. I did not like this end of the cemetery, but felt dutybound (such is the nature of obsessions and compulsions) to visit the graves there as well, a respectful call of
the living on the silent ones below.
I noticed that traffic had ceased to pass by on the highway, though the gently swaying red lights continued
their efforts at control. The birds had fallen silent as well, further emphasizing the stillness and solitude in which
I stood. This was a rather disturbing concurrence, and I felt the first wave of a nameless emotion vibrate in my
abdomen and flash through my temples. The birds shouldn’t have gone. I thought in some annoyance. Why
would they leave me in this fearful situation? No, they haven’t gone after all, I thought. They are watching and
listening.
Though I have tried many times through reason to discredit my own senses, to deny or destroy the clear recollection and the utter sanity of the moment, these efforts have failed. I heard a moan, a “Dear Jesus, save me!”, a
clawing, a thumping. I looked frantically towards the empty houses, the ancient Optimists’ building, the street,
searching for another human figure to whom I could attribute these incontrovertible sounds, these decibel phenomena.
There was no one to be seen. More, this despondent survey helped to confirm the direction of the sound. It
came from the ground beneath me, from under the ground!
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This I knew, and know. My parents
would have said I heard voices from Hell;
my therapist might say that I heard the voice
of my parents. Jan Bondeson might remind
me of the frogs found alive in sealed-off
blocks of imperial Roman stone. I’m really
not sure what anyone else might say. A dozen plausible theories could be postulated to
account for the phenomenon, but none
would shake the terrible certainly which still
rings in my ears. That half-human wail, that
gnawing …

it came from the poor soul

buried in that mound while still alive over
one hundred years ago.

WHAT AM I?
By Alana Jolee Becerra
I am as swift as can be,
I am full of possibilities.
I can be comforting or heart breaking.
I can make you fly.
I am as vague as I am transparent.
I cannot be touched.
I can chill you to the bone,
I can be as rough as stone.

What am I?
This poem is a prize winner for Alana Jolee
Becerra when she attended Griffin Christian
High School. She is an accomplished guitarist
and interested in photography and the arts. Fascinated with natural remedies and herbs for both
nutrition and good health, she plans to study nutrition in the fall.
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IMPOSSIBLE LOVE

By Lucy Holland Jones

“I have to tell you something.”
I turned to look at the face of my lover, the one who I held as a pleasant diversion, not a lasting part of my
life. I thought he had felt the same. He had said as much.
Therefore, I had never taken him seriously. I enjoyed his conversation, and company, and never looked
beyond.
The day he declared his love for me, I went into a bit of breathless shock When I asked him why he had
chosen to love me, his only response was that he had begun to like me more and more. No other explanation.was given. So, before me, my impossible love, wanted to tell me something. It had to be pretty important, as his hands were trembling as they gripped my arms too hard.
“I have to go.”
“Where? Where are you going?”
“I can’t tell you where I am going. I have to go when they call me. I am part of this and there is a situation
that has to be controlled.”
“Who are they? What are you talking about?”
“I am so sorry. I should have been honest with you from the beginning. I should have never taken your
love without telling you everything. I am sure that I will return, but if I do not, please promise me something.”
I was confused, but I nodded my head.
“Please take care of my pets, please, promise me.”
With this, I grew alarmed. What was he talking about? Wasn’t he going to return?
“I promise.”
“I don’t know why I am telling you this. I could have made something up to explain my absence, I am sorry to have worry you.”
Sweat beaded on my upper lip as I started to panic. What was all this?
“What you are talking about! I don’t understand. Who are they and why are they calling? What is going
on and what do you have to do with it.?”
“Don’t press me for details about my life. Never, ever press me to tell you. I can’t do it.”
A car beeped its’ horn outside the house. “I have to go. Someone is coming.” He grabbed me and kissed
me. “I love you.” He laid his house key on the table, walked out the door and didn’t look back.
I didn’t go to the window. I didn’t want to see who or what might be outside.
I had never taken in much of his rambling conversation. Tales of a war in 87 and going against those in
authority in a land of restricted liberty, of coming to America as a refugee.
I didn’t read much into the tales he told me. I listened and sympathized, but never really believed.
What I had thought was a fantasy or at least the result of PTSD had come to claim him.
Today, there was nothing left except a house key.
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THE SMELL OF FEAR
BY CATHERINE FITZGERALD

Rachel was so terrified she was barely breathing. That's why she couldn't believe the most
banal of thoughts had just entered her mind. She felt like she was in a horror flick, one of those
nightmarish B-movies where it's dark, and people in the theater are yelling out loud, “Don't open the
door! Don't open the door!!” Yet, her hand seemed to have become disembodied with a mind of its own
as it slowly reached toward the knob of her bedroom door.
She had been awakened, or so she thought, by a faint noise that seemed to have come from the
far end of the house. She had nearly convinced herself that she had been dreaming and fallen back to
sleep when she heard it again. A distinct cracking sound. It was probably the house settling. Houses
do that, even newer ones. Their house was definitely not new, so, it stood to reason that there would be

more creaking than normal.
She and her husband, Jeremy, had both fallen in love with the old farm-house. It had been built
in the 1950's, but the original owners had definitely not been interested in the mid-century architecture
that was popular during that time. The second owners, a younger family, had spent a large sum and
done some fairly extensive renovations bringing the house up to a more modern standard, and she
and Jeremy had spent the last five years bringing it up to theirs. The only hesitation about buying the
house had been its rural location and lack of close neighbors. Jeremy still traveled occasionally for his

job, and he didn't like the idea of Rachel being alone in the middle of nowhere. Their beloved chocolate
Lab, Mrs. Brown, had taken care of providing adequate notification of any unwanted visitors so, both
their minds had been eased. However, Mrs. Brown had died unexpectedly a year ago, and neither of
them had yet been ready to get another dog so, Rachel's guardian was no longer around for protection
when Jeremy was gone. She suddenly and fervently wished that her furry companion was by her side .and that
her husband was not out of town.
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As Rachel's hand touched the doorknob, she heard another noise and another like quiet footsteps across the hardwood floors. Oh, God! There's someone in the house! Rachel whirled around to
grab for her cell phone to call for help, but in doing so, she knocked it off the nightstand, and in the
dark she couldn't tell where it was. The sound of the phone hitting the hard floor sounded like a gunshot to her, and obviously the intruder heard it as well for she then heard the steps quickening down the
hall. She had just enough time to turn the lock when something or someone thudded against the other
side of the door. The doorknob rattled, and suddenly the sound of a foot kicking at the door galvanized

her into action as she pushed a chair in front of the door and ran for the master bathroom locking the
door behind her. Just as she was preparing to open a window and climb out, she saw another figure
in the shadowed drive. Turning frantically, she began looking around the bathroom for something,
anything she could use as a weapon. But, what kind of weapons did the intruders have? Did they know
she was alone? How? Was this random or had she been watched without even knowing it?
Rachel opened drawers in the vanity until she found the sharp hair clippers that had belonged to
her mother. She gripped them tightly in her right hand as she assessed whether or not she could roll the

heavy, marble-topped dresser that had also been her mother's in front of the door. The sound of the bedroom door splintering and finally giving way nearly paralyzed her with fear. Oh, God! Oh, Jeremy!
Rachel and Jeremy had been married fifteen wonderful years. Well, they hadn't all been wonderful, but, most
of them had. They had gone through their share of troubles for sure, especially before they finally accepted the
fact that they would never be parents. They had married later than most of their friends and, having wanted
some couple time to themselves, had gotten a later start on planning a family.
After trying unsuccessfully on their own for two years, they had seen a fertility specialist. Or, Rachel had
anyway, for some reason the problem was assumed to be hers, so she had everything checked out with the
final result being that she had no discernible reasons for not being pregnant. Still, after another year, there was
no pregnancy, and this time Jeremy reluctantly went to the doctor. She would never forget his downtrodden
look when he came home. “It's my fault,” he whispered as he hung his head without looking at her.
“Jeremy, it's not your fault or anyone's fault. It's just the way it is.” She had spoken the words
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gently as she put her arms around him while her heart broke.. She couldn't help but cry as he told her
what the doctor's visit had divulged. Not only did he have a low sperm count, it was almost nonexistent. It was only then that she had learned about Jeremy's terrible bout with the mumps in his
twenties. Even though it was well-known that adult and even teenage cases of the mumps could
render a male sterile, he had never been checked. And now, here it was. He could never give her the
children they had wanted, planned for, hoped for. Once they got over the initial shock, they talked a
lot about their options, considering in vitro and adoption.

They decided to wait a bit and pray about it before making any decisions based on emotions,
but somehow never made any decision, and the years just seemed to go by so quickly. Although their
hearts hurt over their lack of children, they took advantage of their freedom to travel and spend lots of
time together doing things their tied-down friends couldn't do. They would have gladly traded places
with any of them to feel the love of a child of their own. So, they had often volunteered to babysit
while their friends had an occasional date night, and their friends' kids came to look at them as a
second set of parents. Those same friends also offered to have Rachel stay with them when Jeremy
was traveling, but she always said she was fine and enjoyed using the time for herself to catch up on
some reading or a project. Besides, they were going to install a security system and had set up an
appointment for the day after Jeremy was to return from his trip. Unfortunately, that was two days
from now, and there were two strangers in her house right now, and, one of them was now kicking at

Cathy is a wife, mother and
grandmother to six. She
has been writing since she
was a child, favoring poetry and short stories. She
currently live with her husband outside of Columbia,
SC on a family compound
where she spends her time
gardening, reading and
keeping her husband out of
trouble, when he and she
also enjoy RVing around
the countryside.
Photo by Catherine Fitzgerals
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.her

bathroom door as she stood gripping a pair of scissors with all her might while her heart raced.

Rachel laid down the scissors and moved to the heavy dresser pushing with all her might to get
it over to the door. They had put floor protectors under the wheels, and those were now preventing
her from being able to move the heavy piece. As the intruder kicked harder, she abandoned that
task, picked up the scissors again and opened the linen closet. It was quite large with double doors and
shelving that stopped about hip level. It was jam packed with extra bedding, linens, toiletries and
anything else you could think of including an old ironing board and a bed tray. Rachel quietly moved a
large package of paper towels and toilet paper out of the way as she pushed aside a collection of
bathrobes hanging on the inside of the left side door. Pulling the right side door softly closed, she
squeezed herself down onto the floor and under the lowest shelf, letting the bathrobes fall back in
place. She set the two packages of paper in front of her feet just as the bathroom door crashed inward
and slammed against the glass shower doors shattering them with an explosive sound.
By this time Rachel was shaking so badly she felt sure the intruders would find her in no time.
She was right. She saw the light come on under the door and heard a rough voice say, “Come on out,
baby, I know you're in here. We're not going to hurt you.” Movie flash again. This kind of thing just
doesn't happen in real life, does it? Of course it does. You watch it on TV all the time, remember? You
are about to become the subject of a true crime documentary. Before she could reflect any
further on that, the door to the linen closet was yanked open, and her strangled gasp gave her away.
She held the scissors in her right hand beside her leg and stared horrified into the face of the man she
knew might be the death of her. He grinned and hollered, “Hey, Joe, look here what I found!”
Rachel heard another set of footsteps coming down the hall, and when the first man looked away

momentarily, she swung her right hand up and out stabbing him in the left leg. He yelled and fell
backward into the now destroyed shower stall. Rachel pulled herself up and scrambled out of the closet
and ran straight into “Joe” as he stood in the door frame surveying her and his injured buddy.
Rachel lifted her hand to strike Joe, but, he was too fast for her and caught her wrist, twisting
her around and putting his other arm around her neck. Turning to his injured comrade, he chuckled as
he said, “Well, now, Ray, it looks like we got us a little spitfire here, don't it?
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Ray was swearing and trying to pull himself up out of the shower stall while he tried to stem the flow of blood from his
left thigh. “Do you see what she did to me?! She's gonna pay for that, but good! Throw her in there on that pretty bed,
and tie her up,” he growled as he began rummaging in the closet for something with which o treat his wound. “Where's
your first aid stuff?” he screamed at Rachel.
She didn't answer, and Ray raised his hand as if to slap her when she stuttered, “It..it..it's in the bottom d-d-d-drawer of
the vanity.”
Joe finished tying her with some rope they had apparently brought with them while Ray attended to his injury in the
bathroom. He didn't bother to gag her as though he knew no one was close enough to hear her if she screamed. He then
walked into the bathroom to check on his friend, and she could hear them muttering under their breath.
Oh, God, please don't let me die. Not like this. Please, God, please.
Even in her abject terror, Rachel was thinking of Jeremy and how it would affect him if he came home to find her beaten, abused and dead. She knew he would never recover from a shock like that.
The guilt would destroy him. Jeremy wouldn't be home until the day after tomorrow. She thought of who else might be
likely to find her before then.
Her sister, Donna, would surely call tomorrow and if she got no answer would she stop by or just figure that Rachel
“
was keeping herself busy in Jeremy's absence?
The very thought of any loved one finding what was left after the two men were done with her made her sick to her
stomach. At that moment, Joe and Ray came out of the bathroom each moving to one side of the bed to look down at
her. She thought she had never seen such pure evil in a human face before. “Please, please don't hurt me. You can take
whatever you want. I have jewelery and some money. You can take the TV and stereo and anything else. Just please
don't hurt me.”
Ray sat down on the bed beside her and began to slowly caress her bare leg. She shuddered with revulsion and turned
the other way to see Joe leering down at her as he began to unzip his pants. “Oh, sugar, we're going to take all that
stuff, but, we got all night, and we're gonna have a little fun first. We been watchin' you and waitin' for that husband of
yours to leave for awhile. It's easy out here in the woods, ya know, all quiet like. Yeah, we been waitin', and the
waitin's over.” As he pulled his pants down and kneeled on the bed, Rachel saw the bloody makeshift bandage over the
wound she had given him and with scant satisfaction, she began to scream and cry, choking on her tears, knowing they
would be the last sounds she ever made.
“Cut!”
“Okay, gang, that's a wrap for today!” shouted Gary, the director.
Turning back towards the four-poster bed where “Joe” and “Ray” were untying “Rachel”, he grinned. “Great job,
Kathryn, I could actually smell the fear! Awesome!”
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ORANGE DOPE
By Candace A. Hardin
Henney’s Filling Station had become an artifact, the dried bleached bones of a forgotten
way of life. The canopy leaned awkwardly, one column missing, as was the black and white sign that
had once hung proudly over the entrance.

Danny approached the entrance cautiously. His foot grazed an object half buried in the dust. Pushing it
free, he bent to retrieve it. It was a rusty bottle cap, but he could still see the brand. Tears filled his eyes
as he squeezed the cap tightly, pressing the edges into his skin. An orange dope in mountain dialect, soft
drink in the city, he’d been offered one so long ago on the tragic day his 10 year old world had changed
forever.
The one room schoolhouse held 20 children of various ages. Made of wide, hand hewn boards weathered to a tired gray, it stood at the edge of Caston, a small Applachian community, located in the mountains of North Carolina. Danny Calhoun was reluctantly enrolled there. He was a smart boy, he could do

those old lessons, but being cooped up in school could never compete with a day of squirrel hunting or
fishing. As was his custom, Danny decided to call a holiday for himself. A family of fat squirrels he had
seen playfully barking in the trees on his way to school called his name. The way he figured, it would be
a shame to ignore them.
The schoolmaster, Wallace Gibson, a nervous man, sallow of face and long of limb, was busily occupied
with writing the day’s spelling words on the rough piece of slate that served as a blackboard.
Taking an acorn out of his pocket, Danny aimed carefully. His target, a stack of firewood piled up near
the black, potbellied stove. He zinged his missile deep into the split hardwood. It landed with a satisfac-

tory pow-pow. He followed with another, pop, rrruuurrhh. It bounced off the rough tree bark, making
the stack come alive with sound.
Henrietta Scarborough shifted in her seat, glancing anxiously to her right. He movement caught the attention of Lyddie Campbell.
Danny smirked to himself. As planned his sound effects soon had all the girls wiggling and whispering
on the hard benches.
“What is the problem young ladies?” asked Mr. Gibson, as the noise of their fidgeting reached his ears.
Henrietta rushed to be the informant. “There are noises coming from the woodpile!”
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It was just the opening Danny wanted. He stood and pointed his finger as he bellowed
“RATTTTT!”
His alarm sent the girls stampeding, as one screaming, shrieking entity, they clambered and jumped
up onto anything, including the back of their schoolteacher. The thin instructor tried to pry the girls
off and direct them to safety, while attempting to restrain the boys from chasing the alleged rodent.
Danny took one last look at his handiwork before opening the window beside him a little wider. The
melee sounded like a dozen tom cats had been doused with cold water and thrown into a box. Seeing
that his harassed teacher had more than he could handle, Danny slid out the window and hit the
ground. He ran down the road, chortling with glee, as once again, his sharp wits had afforded his escape.

Later, Danny hid among the thick growth of mountain laurel that marked the edge of father’s farm.
Had someone told on him? Was his father waiting to switch him, or would he laugh out loud.
Unfortunately, the only way was to go inside and see exactly how the wind was blowing for his good
or his ill. He crept to the back porch, but stopped as the sounds of an argument reached his ears. He
cocked his head to better hear.
It was his father and stepmother. They were fighting again.
Danny’s own mother, Sarah, had died of the lung sickness almost a year prior. His father had married a sour, pinch faced crone named Hepsey, who had little warmth or affection for the seven children the lovely Sarah had left behind. Daily, she grew more resentful toward the fair towheads that
so resembled their gentle mother. This resentment often doubled into jealous rage over any attention
their father, Richard, might try to show his children. The once happy home was reduced to tip toes
and hushed whispers, lest they invoke the wrath of the new Mrs. Calhoun.
Danny scuttled over to their bedroom window and raised up carefully to peek inside. Someone or
something had detonated Hepsey Calhoun’s powder keg temper. She was screeching, red in the face.
The room that had once been filled with peace and love shimmered with her anger. He listened
closely to their words.
“I won’t have that woman’s brats in the house. They’re little hellions, and they make me nervous. I
won’t have them teaching bad habits to my baby. You’d better do something with them.”
“Now, Hepsey, calm down, don’t get so upset, and remember your condition. What would you have
me do? I don’t have any kin that would take them. They’re not bad, they’re just little, for heaven’s
sake, young’uns make noise. Hepsey be reasonable. They’re my children too.”
“Yes, and I know what you’re thinking when you look at them. You’re thinking of her. You’ll always love her best. I won’t live with another woman’s ghost. Me and mine don’t stand a chance next
to her memory and her brats.” “Send them to their mother’s kin. They have to take them. It’s their
job to raise them, not mine.”
That’s not true and you know it.”
“Deny it! Deny that you will always love her!”
The muscle in his father’s jaw twitched and he said nothing. He couldn’t deny it, especially when the
shrew he had taken to wife acted like a crazy woman. Richard Calhoun craved peace. His nature was
weak, seeking only the end to such strife. He paced the room, as his wife’s glare demanded an answer.
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“I’ll go see Sarah’s brother tomorrow.”

Hepsey’s ugly face twisted with an evil glee as she almost purred in satisfaction.
Danny sank to his knees in disbelief.
His father was going to send them to Uncle Jack., a curious man that
lived alone high in the mountains, who preferred solitude to humanity. It
was rumored that he mostly made and ran illegal whiskey into the bordering state of Tennessee, much to his Mother’s shame. She had never
let her children visit his home. The only time they ever had contact with
him was when Mother had a new brother or sister, or if someone died.
There was no guarantee that he would take in the orphans.
The idea of living with the frightful old highlander was more than his ten
-year-old heart could bear. Danny rose to his feet and began running. He
had no plan, no direction. He was just moving, hoping he could outrun
the hateful words he had just heard.
He ran through the thick forest until it was full dark. He couldn’t see
to run anymore. His chest heaving with exertion, he stopped and looked
around. Where was he?
His stomach rumbled, reminding him that his lunch was long gone. Shivering in the cold night air, he had never felt more alone. His legs went
out from under him as he recalled his father’s words. He sank to the
ground, his eyes streamed with tears and he cried out to himself in the
dark.
“Momma, can you see us from heaven? Why did you leave us? Da is
giving us away. That pinch faced crone he put in your place asked him
to, and he’s going to send us to Uncle Jack. He won’t take us. He never
seemed to love us much. We haven’t seen him once since you went
away. Oh, Momma, what am I to do?”
The trees rustled their bare limbs in sympathy to his unanswered
questions. The wind that moved them seemed to whisper as it swooped
down the craggy slopes. Its wailing cry echoed his sobs.
Danny rubbed his eyes hard, as he remembered the stories his mother
had told him of his forebears.
I remember my Momma told me that my folks bravely left the
Highlands of Scotland to come to these mountains of Western
North Carolina. In these free lands, they could wear their clan’s
tartan without fear, and speak their native Gaelic openly. They
had not been afraid of the English. They had only grown weary of
futile fighting, of seeing sons hanged and daughters dishonored
without any hope of justice, save their own. They had not only survived, but also flourished in the high mist covered mountains that
so resembled their beloved Highlands.
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If they can do all that, I can do something brave too. I will make it
somehow.
Danny squared his thin shoulders. He would survive too, he had to fight
on. The faith his mother had instilled in him strengthened him. He could
almost hear her voice comforting him with its gentle mountain burr.
“The Lord will provide for ye, my son, if ye live on faith and follow His
path; he’ll ne’er lead you astray.”
The wind shifted, carrying the smells of cooking food to his nose. He
turned toward the mouthwatering odor. A ray of light flickered in the distance. Danny trotted over the rough ground, his eyes on the distant goal. As
he drew closer to the source of the food and light, he knelt and parted the
bushes, glancing around for that which had drawn him.
A whitewashed building glowed in the moonlight, allowing Danny to
read the big black and white sign that hung over the roof, Henney’s Filling
Station.
A man opened the side door and walked over to the fire, laying the pieces of wood he carried on top of the blaze. His overalls hung loosely on his
tall, rawboned frame. An old cap, made of rough cloth, covered his head.
Leaning over, he poked the fire with a stick, causing sparks to shoot out in
every direction. Juice dripped down from the meat that roasted on the
makeshift spit, sizzling as it hit the hot coals. The succulent odor of the
meat made Danny’s mouth water.
Danny shifted back and forth, licking his lips, as the aroma wafted toward him. He thought it smelled like rabbit.
The man rose up, peering in the direction of the woods. Slowly, he
turned and sat down on an overturned five-gallon can. He took off his cap
and examined the brim carefully. Replacing it firmly, he looked toward the
bushes.
“Out with ye now, I know ye’re in there.”
Danny froze. Swallowing hard, he tried to shrink deeper into the foliage.
“Come on out now, I can hear ye rustlin’ ‘em bushes. Dinna be afraid,
I’ll nae haert ye.”
Danny crept forward to the cleared area and stepped into the fire’s light.
His knees shook, as the man looked him over. To his surprise, the man
smiled, beckoning for him to come closer.
“Draw up to the fire, lad. I can see ye’re cold. These October nights have
quite a nip to ‘em.”
Danny’s teeth chattered as he answered, “Yes sir.”
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The man pushed a packing crate toward him with his foot. Danny
sank onto it gratefully. His weariness weighing on him as the fire’s
warmth permeated his body. He watched in fascination as the older man
took a knife from his back pocket, cutting a leg joint from the roasting
meat.
Danny took the meat from the tip of the knife, burning his fingers and
mouth in his haste to wolf it down. The man smiled indulgently, cut him
another piece and handed it to him, knife and all. Then he stretched his
lanky frame, stood up and entered the building. He returned, carrying
two bottles.
“Now lad, help me eat some of this rabbit and tell me why ye’re out in
the woods alone at this time of night. Here lad, have an orange dope to
wash that down.”
Danny took the offered drink and took a long pull of the sweet soda
pop, then gave a loud burp.
“Aye, good lad.”
Danny smiled sheepishly as he replied, “Yes sir.”
“Folks call me Henney. What’s your name?”
“Danny Calhoun.”
Henney scratched his head, “Calhoun, be ye Richard Calhoun’s boy?”

Danny nodded; afraid this nice man would force him to return to the
home where he was no longer welcome.
“You’re not going to tell on me, are you?”
“Well, I don’t know. Why’d ye run away?”
“My Momma died, and my Da got a new wife. She doesn’t want us. I
heard her tell Da to send us to Momma’s kin and be shed of us, and....he
said he would.”
Danny hung his head in shame as a tear ran down his cheek. He
knew it wasn’t manly to cry, but his heart was breaking.
Henney reached into his pocket, drawing out a rumpled hankerchief. He
handed it to Danny.
The talk going around was Hepsey didn’t take to Sarah’s children. People added Hepsey never took to anyone much. Gossip was Calhoun
must have been pretty desperate to have made the dried up old maid his
wife. Of course, they always added that she was lucky to have gotten any
offer at all. Henney’s soft heart contracted and he cleared his throat.
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“Ye know, I need a likely boy like ye to help me with this here gas station. I
live in the back all by meself. Ye could stay here and work for me. I’d take
care of yer room and board, pay ye a bit too. What’d ye think?”
Danny’s face brightened, then fell. He frowned, asking, “But, Da says
there ain’t many jobs around here.”
Henney replied, “It’s just hard times, ain’t nothing new for us mountaineers. What do ye say?”
“I’d be much obliged.”
“Ye’d be doin me a favor. Sure, ye can start in the morning. Why don’t
ye go in and lay yer head on the bed awhile. We’ll be startin’ to work early.”
Danny’s eyes drooped, but he struggled to his feet. “I can start tonight, I
ain’t tired.”
“Nay, the chores are all done. Ye go on in. I’ll be along.”
Danny put up little fight as he headed inside. He fell onto the bed and
was asleep before his head hit the pillow.
The bottlecap cut into Danny’s work callused hand, drawing him back
to the present. He had left Henney at the age of seventeen, striking out into
the world to make his fortune. Finding work as a logger, he began his career
in the paper business. He had worked hard, eventually moving up to a well
paid position as a machinist in a paper mill. He had written to Henney over
the years, never forgetting the man who made his survival possible. Most of
his siblings had fared alright as well, even though not one could say they
were completely unscathed. Each unwanted child of Sarah bore their scars in
different ways, acting out on their demons as they would, some creatively,
some self destructively. His eyes clouded over as he remembered his brother,
David’s suicide. Sometimes it was impossible to forget your past. Often, it
ruled your future.
He walked the short distance to a small fenced graveyard, looking at the
modest headstone of a man who had been a giant in his eyes. He wondered
why a bigger monument had not been erected. If anyone had been deserving
of it, Henney was the one.
He turned and looked at his family waiting for him in the car he had recently
bought, and he smiled. Perhaps the greatest tribute of all to one man’s kindness could be found in himself and his family.
Danny said a silent prayer of thanksgiving. The words of his mother had
been prophetic, the Lord had provided.
“Goodbye, dear friend, you’ll never be far from my thoughts.”
Taking one last look around, he slipped the rusty bottlecap underneath the
flowers he had laid on Henney’s grave, and walked away.
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This is a fictionalized story based on true events of my paternal
Grandfather’s life.
He never really recovered from the betrayal by his father. Some
scars never heal.
In 1967, he took his own life, leaving a hollow, empty place in his
family’s life thereafter. He was not the only one of his abandoned
siblings to choose suicide.
Some think children are resilient, and in some ways they are, but
what is dealt to them in childhood can haunt and cripple them for the
rest of their lives.

Until the day he died, he was never without a great sum of money in
his pocket. He would never be caught defenseless again.
He was the funniest man anyone knew, a regular comedian; perhaps the funniest people are hiding the greatest pain.

Above :Cliff Hardin and Mary Riley
Hardin Right: Cliff Hardin, my Grandfather as I remember him.
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BALSAM RANGE
BY CANDACE HARDIN
The song Papertown, written by Milan Miller and sung by Balsam Range is about my hometown of Canton,
North Carolina and the paper mill that anchored the town. My Grandfather and my Father worked in the
mill, so the song was very touching to me.
The Canton Mill has been around since before the Great Depression and weathered the changes in the economy up until the mid eighties. It is still in operation, but in a diminished capacity from when I was a young
girl. It has gone through different ownerships and hard times,, but still it is in operation. The mill fuels the
town, and without it, the town would have a difficult time surviving.
The song came out in 2012. I first heard the song while in Asheville, NC on NPR at 88.7 on Saturday when
it plays Bluegrass all day.
The members of the group are Mark Pruett, Buddy Melton, Tim Surrett, Darren Nicholson and Caleb
Smith, all Haywood County natives.
I had the opportunity to sit down with Buddy Melton, fiddler player and vocalist of the bluegrass group
Balsam Range.
Q: How long have the group members known each other?
A: We ar e fr om Haywood County and have known each other off and on, but have never played together as a five piece until we put the group together in 2006. Mark and Tim go way back, Caleb and I have
known each other for years, but we never played together, mainly because everyone was doing other things.
We just kind of found ourselves back home at the same time, and we just got together for the fun of it.
There are some age differences in this group, Mark is the senior member, he is in his early sixties, Darren
in his early thirties, different decades, but the common thread is the upbringing of growing up in Western
North Carolina.
Q: What moved you into music?
A: I gr ew up in this ar ea, so I was ver y familiar with the mountain music and the dance. (Squar e
Dance and Clogging) My family didn’t play, so I didn’t get into playing until college, making racket for the
fun of it. I didn’t really intend to do much with it, but you find yourself getting together with better and better musicians.
Q: Did you have a greater influence, other than the music of the mountains?
A: I am a fan of all kinds of music, but my main influence was this r egion, the ar tists and the singer s.
There was such a great talent in the region. You can learn a lot from anybody, but there is something about
this region that has such a great sound, there is an energy in the music and the dance.
Q: Did any of the members of the band or their families work in the mill?
A: Ther e ar e family member s who have wor ked in the mill, some ar e still wor king in the mill. The
mill has been an impact in our families and the community, so we are proud of the mill.
As for the band members, some of us have worked there. I worked on and off there for a couple of years.
Tim worked there a couple of years, but it has been a part of all of our lives. It has big impact economically
on the entire area. There is more to the mill than economics, it brings people together. In this day and time,
it is one of the last strongholds of industry in the area and it makes the community tighter and connects
them together.
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PAPERTOWN
“This ain’t just another
papertown on the random
riverside. She was built
with blood, sweat and tears
and a whole lot of pride.
From the mountains and
the farmlands, to the
smokestacks she has
grown. This ain’t just another papertown, it’s the
one that I call home.”
BALSAM RANGE AT PRACTICE AT THE COLONAL THEATRE IN CANTON

. In other communities, everyone is working different jobs, in different companies, but here the mill is
thousands of people and families working together.
Q: The song cites Peter Thompson as the founder of Canton. Are any of the band members related
to him?
A: None of us ar e r elated. The way the song came about was that Milan Miller and I did a pr oject
called The Songs of Haywood County. Historical songs about real people or events that pertained to
Haywood County. We researched all the way back to the Civil War. We asked ourselves what was significant about Haywood County, and the mill just kept coming up to the top of the list. That was how
Papertown came to be written.
Q: You and Balsam Range have won many awards. Could you name a few of them?
A: As a band, we have won the Inter national Blue Gr ass Association, Enter tainer s of the Year , Vocal Group of the Year, Papertown was Album of the Year. We have individual accolades as well within
the band.
Q: I see that your families are here with a potluck and you all eat together. Is there any other preconcert habits that get you pumped up to do a show?
A: Depends on the concer t and hopefully we are pr epar ed. We have a lot of guests playing with us
tonight and we have to run through some things. I like to wind down and get my head clear. Everybody
has their own routine they do to get ready.
Q: What are the plans for the future and for the future of the band?
A: The band is going str ong. Ever y year it seems we go fur ther and fur ther out, spending less time
at home. We are grateful for the opportunities. We will soon be working on our sixth project and hope to
get that out later this year. We just want to put out quality music and grow the band, taking a little bit of
Haywood County with us wherever we go.
We’re proud of where we’re from, we don’t feel that we’re the best Haywood County has to offer, but
feel lucky enough that we get to play together. Western North Carolina’s people are so talented and there
are so many out with so much talent. We are grateful to take what they have taught us and spread it
around the world.
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As I said, we started for fun. Our first show we had was at John Boy and Billy’s Comedy Show in Asheville. We didn’t really even have a name for the band at that time. As time went on, we got more and more
shows. It happened on its own. Seems the great things in life just happen, you try to put things together and
it doesn’t work out, but the great things seem to just happen without trying. We started playing at a BBQ
restaurant in Asheville three or four nights a week, and it put us together. We got really tight, really quick,
learned each other’s habits and styles. The more we played together, the more we could read each other’s
ways. The best thing is that we live so close together. We have the opportunity to know each other well and
it brings us to work and play together extremely well. We have the same backgrounds and values so it
helps us understand each other and tolerate each other too. It is an advantage that many groups don’t have.
Q: How did the band get its name?
A: We had an album r eady to go out and the r ecor d company was pushing us to get a name for the
band. The problem with this day and time is that with all the technology available, it is difficult to find a
name that isn’t already in use.
We pulled out a map of Haywood County and realized that the Great Balsam Range surrounds a big part of
Haywood County. It also ties Jackson County with Haywood. My family and Darren’s family originated in
Jackson County (Sylva NC). It is the backbone of the area,, with the impact of our heritage . We felt that
the name really represented where we are from. We never thought we would have to explain the origin of
the name, as we never guessed that we would every leave Haywood County. Now we find ourselves explaining the name, trying to familiarize those outside the area with the mountain range. It is a good thing
though, as it gives us an opportunity to talk about where we are from.
If you are interested in more information about the music and the band members, they have a website at
http://balsamrange.com/ . I would like to thank Buddy Melton and Balsam Range for the interview
and.them know they have a fan in me!
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Canton Mill as seen from Main Street by Candace Hardin

Left: The Colonial Theatre and memorial plague on Main Street in Canton
NC
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Above: Article from Canton paper that included my Grandfather,, Clifford
Hardin.

ISABELLE PART ONE
BY ANDREAS BOESCH
Underworld

Isabelle O’Connor took a deep breath, and opened her eyes. Her
strained body quieted with the late summer’s breeze, caressing her skin. It was
unusually warm; the dramatic cumulus clouds had scattered and the sun blanketed the highlands in a patchwork of golden tranquility. For precious moments, she
surrendered to the illusion of normalcy.
The boulders around her sat on verdant grass, chickweed bloomed in
abundance, mixed with vibrant red scarlet, and heather— purple to pink.
Her gaze wandered southeast. In the distance, castle Macannah was
plainly visible. It stood proud at the edge, where the land fell away, far down, to
meet the thunderous surf pounding the white cliffs. The familiar crest of the low
curving Creoagh Range stretched darkly, welcoming the sun.
Isabelle knew the land intimately. She had been born and raised a mile
outside the village of Mallagh. It nestled unseen due north into the hills, not far
from where she was standing.
This was her Ireland; wild and filled with beauty, if one chose to see it.
Her breathing calmed, yet her sorrow was ever present. Aidan, the older
of her two brothers, had been slain in a skirmish, and all because of that damned
feud. Her younger sibling Lonan, died just as senselessly, thrown from a horse in
his reckless youth.
Mother and Father’s death, was a result of her actions. At least, neither need no
longer suffer. Her reasoning gave little comfort. Who could have foretold, that it
comes to this?

Andreas Boesch was born Switzerland, and has resided in the US for
more than thirty years; most of that
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his passion for fourteen years.
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The wind picked up in strength, fluttering her waist long blonde hair and
cloak. The green linen shirt, embroidered with red and golden thread, fit her poorly, but it was the most beautiful garment she had ever worn. Her brown skirt and
hose glistened with Rowan’s blood.
Now, she too, might lose her life, and in a most gruesome way. Isabelle
shuddered. The will to live ran fierce through her veins, and Isabelle made an effort to hear what she dreaded.
Her heart quickened with alarm, the wind carried the sound of barking
dogs, and the thunder of hooves. She shaded her eyes and squinted, but distance
and rugged hills kept the pursuers invisible still,
She was mentally and physically exhausted, but with every heartbeat, the
enemy drew closer. There was no time to rest a moment longer.
Isabelle jumped off the four-foot tall boulder, and into instant run.
By the gods, where’s Rowan? He was not where she had left him, after
he stumbled, and hit his head on a rock. In her peripheral vision, he hurried towards her, his dark amber hair windblown, and face in distress.
Author -ANDREAS BOESCH
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“How’s your head?”
“I heard them,” Rowan blurted under his breath, ignoring Isabelle’s concern.
“I’ve heard them too— are you alright?”
“All I got is a bump on my head.”
“We must hurry,” she shot back relieved.
“Where to— where’s that secret place of yours?” he demanded, keeping them in place.
“I know of a cavern, up Kelly’s Creek, less than a mile.”
“Let’s not waste another moment,” Rowan said, already in motion.
When they came to the creek, the recent rains had swollen it into a wide stream. The water was cold, even in the summer months. The two sloshed stumbling upstream against the rushing current. It seemed an eternity before Isabelle decided to
head for the opposite bank. The prospect of wading across was not appealing; no telling how deep the waters ran. There was no
alternative however, time was running out.
The stream was kind however, and reached barely as high as her thighs, sending icy shockwaves through the body.
Isabelle slipped, on one of the myriad moss-covered rocks. Rowan caught her just in time.
Quickly, the two scrambled up the bank. They hurried in silence, over expansive grassland before the terrain turned
rocky. The steady pace was appreciated, and helped circulate the blood, especially in the feet. The sun was in their eyes, and
the shadows stretched long; there was still one hour before sunset.
The broad valley expanded due south, green, and full of childhood memories. The path steepened, and led them to a
rocky cliff.
“There’s the entrance to the cavern,” Isabelle exclaimed excitedly, pointing to a growth of hawthorn. The bush was
nearly two yards tall, but the black speckled, white flowers, no longer held the vivaciousness of spring. There were no clues of
the cave to the unsuspecting eye.
“If the dogs picked up our scent upstream, they will find the cave.” Rowan fretted.
“My love— it’s our only hope.”
The mouth of the cave was small, forcing them to enter on all fours. The cave expanded, but not by much— tunneling
narrow, and barely five feet tall. The meager daylight dissipated quickly, and darkness closed in.
“Not a worry,” said Isabelle over her shoulder, “soon, it will be spacious.”
Gradually, the ground slanted downward, and true to her word, they reached a point where one could stand upright
without bumping one’s head. Silently they walked in darkness, weary of rocky obstacles tripping them up. When Isabelle came
to a halt, Rowan bumped into her.
“What is it?”
“We better light the way.”
Isabelle took the small lantern from the bag she had managed to keep dry.
“Now, where’s that flint and iron and straw,” she whispered rummaging one-handed.
The sparks illuminated the two in ghostly moments. It took a few strokes before the twisted straw caught a flame. Isabelle burned her finger in her haste, but the wick readily ignited, and the light expanded to a meager radius. They shuffled on,
and soon the tight confines opened up.
mense!”

Astonished, Rowan gaped at the spaciousness. Despite his apprehensions, he was awestruck. “Amazin’— It’s im-

High above, faintly illuminated, the dome shaped ceiling, held myriad stalactites. They threatened like spears seemingly
moving, an illusion of shadow and light whenever the lantern was in motion. He eyed the stalagmites rising from the floor, as
though Labraid, the god of the underworld, had turned wretched folk into misshapen forms of stone. It was enough to make him
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wish to run from this place.
Before them, brooded a black body of water that did not look inviting. A fat limestone boulder protruded somewhere in
the middle, like a small island.

“My Pap discovered this place when Guarder chased a rabbit,” Isabelle explained. “I was a mere child in my
seventh year.” With a pang, the memory of him resurfaced, she would never see her father again, not until death.
“Guarder?”
“My Pap’s favorite dog.”
“You’ve come here a time or two.”
“Twice, I recall. We named this the Cathedral.”
Isabelle pointed across the water, and Rowan tried to make out what she wanted him to see. Scarcely a
suggestion, there appeared to be a dozen outlets, near water level.
“If memory serves, it’s the third passage, counting from the far right.”
Rowan gave her a look that suggested she could not be serious.
“The one with the standing rock in the center?” It gave him the impression of a guardian that would rebuff
an unwelcome trespasser.
“Indeed.”
“What if you remember wrong?”
“Then, I am afraid; Labraid might keep us captive. The cavern’s labyrinth is vast.” It was the wrong thing to
say, she thought with regret.
Her Father had been a curious man, at least back then, and his devout faith in Brighid assured him of her
protection. They explored the cavern with the help of charcoal, marking the way as not to get lost.
Now, we don’t have that luxury, and his markings would no longer be there. Pray, Labraid takes our intrusion in kind.
“Follow me,” Isabelle said, trying her best to sound brave and confident.
Rowan grabbed her arm. “There’s no boat I can see— I can’t swim.” he protested.
His admittance took her by surprise, as worldly as he was.
“The water’s no deeper than Kelly’s creek.” In truth, the memory of the lake’s depth was vague, and the water level appeared higher than it had at the time. If luck held just a little longer, it was not by much.
Isabelle shortened the wick, deepening the obscurity. She proceeded to step into the unpleasant element.
With apprehension, Rowan followed her into the cold and black unknown; Labraid only knew what kind of monsters
might be lurking beneath the forbidding water.
Already knee-deep in the lake, Isabelle risked hastening her stride. Sounds of shouts, and the eager bark of
dogs faintly reached her ears. Fear crept into Isabelle’s brave front.
“The dogs, the damn dogs found our smell upstream,” Rowan uttered in anger and dread.
Stay strong; we need to make it to the sacred circle of stones, Isabelle half prayed.
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Well ahead of their masters, five dogs ran into the cathedral, barking wildly. The racket echoed deafening, and the hunted flinched. It was as though the beasts were inches from their necks.
Drown them, I beg of you Labraid, all that dare to swim after us. Isabelle thought. The urge to go faster was overpowering, but the surface underfoot was slippery. The lake deepened swiftly, and the water
inched higher, up to her neck. With difficulty, she clutched the lantern and satchel above the water’s surface.
Isabelle had no choice, and blew out the flame. It was the mind’s eye now, that guided her, and she
was anxious not to stray off course. She prayed the lake’s deepest part was behind them. Fortunately for Rowan, he was a head taller.
Illumination trickled into her senses. They’re almost here.
Just before the first of the hunting party emerged from the tunnel, they managed to slip behind the
island. She gave a quick thanks to Brighid.
Voices resonated with the frantic dogs, bouncing off the grotto walls— curses of frustration echoed
distorted. Luckily, the dogs did not brave the water, and no one seemed to have sighted them.
A shrill voice silenced the mob. Even the dogs quieted, one with a whimper, after a curse and a kick.
The authoritarian voice was unmistakably Padraig’s. An eerie silence followed, only to be disturbed by amplified water drippings. Water and rock, reflected a lively pattern of light and shadow, from the few lanterns and
a torch.
Isabelle did not risk moving a muscle, and fought the involuntary urge to chatter her teeth. Rowan’s
breathing, as her own, resounded in her head. Are they hearing it?
For now, they were safe, for the light could not reach them. Slowly, she dared to turn, the Cathedral’s
outlets were now clearly defined; it confirmed her worst fear, they had wandered off course, not by much
though, but enough that would have taken them into the wrong passage. She prayed to the Christian God,
that Padraig and his warriors turned around before she and Rowan froze to death.
They waited for what seemed an eternity, as if time itself stood still. Padraig tried to get the men into
the water. Most could not swim. Aside from that, superstitions among the population were ingrained; even
brave warriors. No matter what the church preached, the gods of old were still respected, and some feared.
The dogs seemed spooked too; none had attempted to plunge into the forbidding element.
At last, the horde retreated. The last glimmer of light extinguished, and darkness returned. Isabelle
and Rowan staggered on. The slick ground began to slope upward.
“We’re almost th— there,” Isabelle said, through chattering teeth. Rowan’s hand on her shoulder
brought her comfort. Moments later, her outstretched hand touched the solidity of rock. With a shaking hand,
she placed the lantern and satchel onto the platform. She was about to hoist herself up, when she realized
Rowan’s hand was no longer clamped onto her shoulder.
“Rowan?”
There was no reply, and a stab of fear shot through her heart. Turning, she almost losing her footing.
Once again, she called out for him, and this time she shouted. Her voice reverberating through the Cathedral— she did not care if anyone heard. Isabelle panicked. She filled her lungs with air not waiting for the last
echo to die down, and she submerged into the icy unknown. Desperately, her hands flailed, searching; soon
she needed more air. Her left hand felt something soft, Rowan’s tunic.
She fumbled for a better grip, pulling him close. Her arms wrapped around his chest, and she catapulted above water with a loud splash. Eagerly, she sucked in the cold air.
Rowan hung limb in her arms. Now came the predicament to get him out of the water without letting
go. With her remaining strength, Isabelle pushed— pulled Rowan over the ledge with an anxious heart.
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Ehausted, she hoisted herself next to him.
His feet still dangled in the water, and with a grunt, she pulled him clear from the edge. Her bruised shoulder, from
yesterday’s tumble, made itself known with a stab of pain. Curiously, she had forgotten about it until now.
Rowan remained silent and she fought a panic attack. She felt for his face, and placed her ear against his
nose. He’s breathing; God be praised.
Rowan stirred trembling, coughing up water. Isabelle cried tears of joy, there had been a moment; she had
feared the worst. There was no time, however, to permit her emotions free reign, they needed light, and fast.
Finding the lantern in complete darkness, presented another challenge. She did have an idea where, but
there was the danger bumping it, and it might fall into the water. She made several sweeps with her arm, slow, and
careful, until her fingers found the familiar shape. With shaking hands, she rummaged through her bag for the flint,
and straw.
It’s taking much too long, she fretted. Sparks were flying; yet, it took over a dozen desperate tries, to get the straw
alight. She needed to be swift, the flame threatened to fizzle out. Light began to spread; enough to see Rowan had managed to
get into a sitting position. He was hugging his knees for warmth. Quickly, she scooted beside him and began rubbing their icecold hands together.
“Can you walk?”
He nodded with a cough.
“We need be moving on my love, or we’ll surely die here.” For the first time, Isabelle looked around, and she
could have jumped into the air for joy, there was the telltale marker of stone she had prayed to see. With renewed
hope, she helped Rowan to his feet, and reached for the lantern.

At that moment, both were aware of a light source materializing from across the water. There was no time
to retreat into the shadows and Isabelle blew out the flame. The action was moot; surely, they had already been
spotted. A lone figure approached the water’s edge, illuminated by his torch.
“The gods help us— Padraig,” Roman whispered barely audible.
Padraig waved his torch, sparks twirled into the dark.
“Rowan— Isabelle, I know you’re there— I can see you.” His voice held them in place.
“Who— who would have thought— I was to run and hide— from my brother?” Rowan uttered through chattering teeth.
“Rowan, answer me!” His was filled with impatience and desperation.
”Leave us be,” Isabelle shot back defiantly.
“Come back at once,” Padraig demanded, “you’ll die in this godforsaken place.”
It was a ludicrous statement considering what was in store for her, it deserved no reply. They backed off,
and Isabelle relit the lantern. This time the straw caught fire after two tries.
“Padraig,” Rowan shouted in anger and newfound strength, “I no longer have a brother.”
“You must believe me,” Padraig, pleaded, “I will do all I can do to spare Isabelle’s life.”
The hunted paid him no heed.
“Don’t be foolish,” he yelled after them. His voice carried scorn and helpless frustration.
They walked on tired legs and in cold misery.
“What happened to you back in the lake?” Isabelle wondered.
“You said we had nearly made it, so, I let go off your shoulder and strayed a bit off. The next thing I know, I
lost the ground beneath my feet.”
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For the next half hour, they walked in glum silence. In futility, she searched the walls for the markings of so
long ago.
Rowan did remarkably well, considering he almost drowned. Nonetheless, she felt his fear. Isabelle didn’t
share his superstitions, especially having been here before and lived to tell. Yet, there was a chance they would
never see the light of day again. So far, she had tried hard to instill her confidence on him, but she wasn’t certain
she could keep it up much longer. The passage of time was hard to gauge in this desolate place, nothing but rock,
spindly shapes, and deep shadows, in the measly light of the lantern.
“We need to walk faster,” Isabelle urged, “it will warm us better.”
“Can’t we rest a short while, I’m utterly exhausted,” Rowan muttered.
“So am I my love, but we ought keep moving. If I rest now, I fear I’ll lose my will to live.”
He nodded wearily.
The cavern curved alternately from left to right, narrowed and widened, and the ceiling changed from low
to high. It was easy to imaging the grotto harbored evil beings. They came to a crossroad, three tunnels leading off
in different directions. Isabelle needlessly held up her hand signaling to stop.
“Which one?” Rowan croaked.
“Give me a moment.”
Isabelle studied the entrance to the far right. She avoided looking in Rowan’s direction, not wanting him to
see her worry. She held the light close to the smooth limestone walls, scrutinizing from floor to top.
Nothing.
She inspected the opposite wall without success. Neither of the other two outlets revealed what she expected to find. Where’s my father’s chiseled mark?
“Which one?” He said, looking forlorn.
Isabelle shook her head. “I don’t know— Help me look. My father carved a marking.”
They reexamined the passage she had chosen first. This time, she went a few steps past the entrance,
and there it was, by the mercy of Labraid. Her father’s initials GC.
Relief beyond words overwhelmed her. She smiled at him with hope in her eyes. “We are still on track.”
Rowan’s dismal spirits lifted, and they staggered on with hastened stride. Before long, they came to another fork, this time there were only two choices. Even so, she would have been grateful to see another mark. She sat
on a rock, and tried to jar her memory.
“Left of right?” Rowan, intruded wearily into her contemplation.
“I’m not certain.”
In the end, she chose the left one, and Rowan had no objections. An eternity later, Rowan tripped over a
short stalagmite and fell.
“Are you hurt? Isabelle cried out.
“The Earth has swallowed us…” he began as she helped him back onto his feet. “I fear the hellhole has become
our tomb.”
“I won’t have this kind of talk.” Isabelle shot back. It was plain to see; his spirit had resigned. How can I
bring hope where there’s none to speak of?
“Rowan,” she said, with all the buoyancy she could muster. “I am beginning to remember more of it— the
time when I roamed this cavern with pap and my brothers. Trust me when I say, we will escape this place.”
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He merely smiled a listless smile, but a spark of hope glimmered in his eyes. She smiled back at him, and
he scrambled to his feet.
In truth, it had been too long ago. She had told him a white lie, for her memories were as dim as this cavern
in the paltry light of the lamp. To make matters worse, it was running low on oil.
After a long, and silent walk, they stumbled into a large, near circular chamber— nothing like the Cathedral,
but big enough to impress. Three tunnels let out from it, and for the first time since the Cathedral, she recognized
the surroundings, it was a vague memory at best, but the place struck a cord.
The layout was nearly symmetrical, something Mother Nature seldom produced. One outlet sat dead
ahead— the other two, roughly ninety degrees from the center passageway. Rowan gazed miserably at his guide.
“Any of this looks familiar?”
“In fact it does. We are close now,” Isabelle, said beaming, and she took aim for the far left opening. After
several minutes, another recollection made her pause in mid step. Rowan meant to ask, but with the index finger on
her lips, she asked for silence. Not a sound was heard.
“What? I don’t hear a thing.”
“Precisely. We’ve taken the wrong passage.”
Isabelle took note of his renewed apathy and grabbed his hand. They backtracked into the large cavity;
there she led him to the opposite opening. Onward they stumbled, past ghostly fingers of stone.

A hissing sound filtered into the cold air. It grew in strength with each step. Rowan’s eyes grew
large. “God help us— it’s Labraid.”
Isabelle gave him a knowing grin. “No my love, it’s the sound of freedom, listen closely and you’ll
recognize what it is.”
Intently he listened with fresh ears, and sheepishly grinned. “A waterfall I suppose. Pray it’s our
way out of this place of doom.”
“Indeed,” she said resolutely.”
The cave took them around a bend, and thanks to the acoustics, the hissing turned into a roar.
There it was, less than fifty feet away, a wide curtain of water reflecting the lantern’s light with
sparkle. Isabelle extinguished the flame.
“By the druids of old, why—?”
“I have my reason. Be patient.”
Initially, it was pitch black, until their eyes adjusted. The light of the full moon reached into cavern
ever so faintly, and the plummeting water shimmered in ethereal glow. The opening to the outside world
was not much taller than Isabelle, but surpassed the waterfall in width by several feet.

Slowly, they approached. The cold spray doused the weary travelers, but neither cared.
“I’m not leaping through that fall.” In the way, he said it made her giggle.
“We better had not, the water disappears into the depths, and if the drop doesn’t kill us, we’d
surely drown.”
“How then— is there a path?”
“There is.”
Rowan was still hesitant. “It looks treacherous; we ought to wait till the light of day.”
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The path began near the middle of the fall, and some three feet below the edge. The lip was no wider than a foot;
predictably, it was slippery. The descended clinging to the cliff— small sliding steps at a time. The water’s spray was intense
this close, a mere hands-with from the torrent. Isabelle kept her eyes on the path. One mistake, and her life would end.
sion.

Rowan yelled, what could have been a question. The water’s roar, however, distorted his words beyond comprehen-

When they were out in the open, the abyss was frighteningly real. A few steps past the halfway point to safety, she
could not resist, some hypnotic force made her look down. The dark of the night prevented her from seeing deep into the
abyss. Still, her imagination conjured infinity, and it was enough to falter. She stopped moving and her breathing accelerated
to the point of panic.
Roman closed in and put a reassuring hand on her shoulder. He spoke soothing encouragement. At last, her breathing slowed and they moved on.
Then the ledge narrowed, abruptly. Isabelle meant to warn him, but distracted by the fluttering wings of a bird she
didn’t have time. Just above the crevice, where her hand had found hold was a bird’s nest; tucked into the rock. The bird
chirped angrily worried about her young not quite ready to take flight.
Her right foot slipped. With a desperate attempt, Rowan managed to grasp her flailing arm. It took all his strength to keep
them both from falling. They waited long enough to calm their nerves, before they moved on, inch-by-inch until safety was
reached.
Morale soared, despite how miserably cold and exhausted they were. They were certain Padraig did not know where
the cavern let out. Isabelle relit the lantern; there was still a little oil left. They decided to get a fire started to warm themselves.
The break of dawn was still hours away and a rest would make all the difference, however, without heat, sleep could be fatal.
They gathered dead branches within a grove of trees, not far from the cliff. They used the lantern’s flame to ignite the
kindling, and soon the flames spread to the larger branches. They stripped out of the wet clothes, down to under garments,
hanging them from sticks close to the fire.
The warmth radiated deliciously, and they cuddled as close as the licking flames allowed. Slowly, life was seeping
back into numb bodies, and with good spirits they ate the last remaining, albeit soggy leftovers that remained in their satchel.
After Rowan dropped a few more of the thicker branches onto the fire, they nestled close together.
Isabelle’s mind began to drift. She needed to occupy her head to stay awake. They could not risk sleeping away the remainder
of the night. Rowan’s steady breathing was lulling; he had fallen asleep. Her thoughts took Isabelle back to happier times, and
to the horrid events that brought Rowan and her to this place.

Photo of waterfall by Alana Jolee Becerra
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POETRY CORNER
Make Me a Wicker Man

MEMENTOS
A strap ripped off a seersucker dress
Petals, torn, on a flowered hair-clip
Detached rhinestones from a necklace
Smudged red liner on my lower lip

Make me a wicker man
Caged in bone or wood
A rag doll with head split and limbs
asunder.

These wing-shaped earrings, missing the
backs
Light-brown bruises on my upper arms
Once-subtle mascara, now smudged and
black
Silver bracelet, missing its charm

Awaiting in the lethargy of grace
The sacred fire that pulls me under.

I have been here before

These small damaged items share the
secrets
Of all our innocent but clumsy passions;
I treasure them fondly, without regrets,
These broken mementos…
Prize possessions

I know the landscape well.
These ancient stones,
Prayers offered to a starless sky.
The circular knife that splits the soul,
Blood drawn from hollow veins

As You Sleep

To fill the bowl.

The moon illuminates your
serene face
As you lay beside me;
In your restful innocence
You resemble a sleeping child.

Will it be enough, this gift?
Will the fire that consumes me
Cause the skies to open,

Tenderly, I gaze upon you,
Hoping your dreams are as sweet
As your content expression.

The floods ensue?
Will the earth reborn in blood and bone
renew her plan?

Surrounded by your warmth,
I am embraced by your presence,
Yet barred from your dreams
I feel excluded, alone.

Touch my face one last time my love.
Make me a wicker man.

If only I could drift into blissful sleep
And merge my dreams with yours;
To be united with you
On the other side of consciousness.
Camille McCarthy (2)
Atlanta Writer

- Curt Shannon 1996
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Candid shots

Photos by Rebecca Dale Wilbanks of Family Legacies

Raven—Queen of the dogs. RIP

Chatuge Lake in Hiawassee, Georgia by Candace Hardin
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CAFÉ CAR CRASH BY Camille McCarthy
She sat in Edna’s café, surrounded by the overly-elaborate decor, trying to come up with a good story. The man behind the counter
called her order, tomato soup bisque. She jumped up from the small table where she had spread out her notebook and pens, her
cell phone and the earrings she had taken off because she had been pulling at them in her search for inspiration. Why am I trying
to write in a coffee house? she asked herself. I don’t even like coffee! How can I expect anything I write to be better than clichéd
when I’m writing in such a clichéd place?
As she picked up her bowl from the counter, the barista smiled and winked at her. “Hope you enjoy it,” he said. She smiled and
thanked him, but wasn’t sure how to feel about the wink. Did she have something stuck in her teeth? She placed the bowl on her
table and made a trip to the condiments table to get a spoon.
Stirring the bisque impatiently as she waited for it to cool, she looked around, hoping for something inspirational to jump out at
her: perhaps there would be a patron who seemed interesting and could be a character in a story, or a detail which could imply
some juicy plot twist. Today the patrons all seemed to be retired people gathered in clusters talking about the cost of health care or
college students with their laptops open and their headphones on, trying to look studious when they were probably just playing
endless hours of Bejeweled Blitz.
She took in the atmosphere of the café, Edna’s of North Asheville. Their logo starred a winking cartoon pug with a red collar.
The walls featured local artwork for sale, mostly surreal portraits of horses and dogs in rainbow colors. The light fixtures were all
fancy works of twisted metal; surely nothing you would find at Home Depot, probably locally-made. Sunlight shone through the
glass wall that looked out onto Merrimon Road. The café’s music was tasteful, mostly a mix of pop songs, and not loud enough to
distract from what one was doing. It was drowned out by the sound from the espresso machine every few minutes. The place
should have been a font of inspiration, but nothing was coming.
She decided to start writing in stream of consciousness, anything to get the thoughts flowing. Maybe just the feel of the pen
across the paper will be enough to push the creative process forward from this stagnation, she reasoned.
The rash on her arm was on her mind at the moment, so she started with that: “The itching feeling on my arm started a few
days ago,” she wrote, “and then red spots appeared. I thought they were poison ivy so I put apple cider vinegar on them but every
day they became worse. They grew and became large oozing sores. I put anti-itch cream on them and finally they began to dry up.
I realized they were probably some sort of infection but since they are going away I’m trying not to worry about it.” This was not a
promising start to a story. She decided to follow another train of thought.
“There was a girl who had stopped dancing for many years. She moved back to Asheville and one day decided to go to the Old
Farmer’s Ball. She was afraid that nobody would dance with her, but she dressed up in a black and red dress, put her hair up in a
high ponytail, and felt amazing.” Maybe she could make some sort of Cinderella story out of that train of thought. This is so boring!
Why do I feel so discouraged about my writing? Why am I unable to think of a good story? There are good stories everywhere. I
can feel them in me, trying to get out, but whenever I start to write they come out wrong and they seem boring. I don’t want to be
boring. There are so many books in the world and so many good stories; all I seem to get are more boring details. She was quickly
becoming frustrated. It felt good to write this out, though. Perhaps putting her frustrations in writing would liberate her. If she couldn’t write a good story she might as well get some therapeutic benefit out of it.
“I want to write. I know I can be good at it. I’ve written a few good stories and I know I have infinitely more. I just don’t know how
to get to them. I don’t know how to build a plot that is believable and exciting.”
Looking up, she noticed the barista who had winked at her earlier. He was now wiping off the tables nearest to her, and
smiling at her in a goofy way. He had the typical modern Asheville-hipster look, with gauges in his ears, hair longer on top and
slicked to the side with the sides and the back cut close to the scalp, with a trimmed mustache and beard, and of course the almost
-geeky glasses with the black plastic frames. From the intensity of his gaze, she thought she might know him, but he was unfamiliar to her. He looked as if he might say something to her. He had a pleasant face and perhaps some conversation would be inspirational. The look on his face was changing into one she couldn’t quite discern, and not altogether pleasant. He seemed to be very
concerned about something. Was he about to nervously ask for her number?
“Miss, is that your car?” he asked, dropping his wash rag on the floor, his eyes fixated on the view of the parking lot
through the giant glass windows.
She turned her head to see why he was so interested in her car. It had started rolling slowly backwards from the slight incline of
the parking space, towards the giant glass windows which allowed so much sunlight into the café.
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“Shit!” she exclaimed. She threw back her chair and ran out the door.
“No no no!” she muttered exasperatingly. Somehow the emergency brake must have popped out of gear.
The car was moving backwards of its own accord, rolling slowly but steadily towards the glass wall of the café. She
pushed herself against the side of the car, trying to grip it in an effort to stop its progress, but she weighed little over a
hundred pounds and was no match for the momentum of a sedan with all its mass, even if it was moving slowly.
It rolled ever backwards, like an automaton. It seemed to be gaining momentum and it was aimed straight
for the glass windows of the café. She continued to press her body against it futilely as she cringed inwardly and
outwardly at the horrible loss of control she felt in the pit of her stomach. It was the horrible sense of dread one feels
when watching a horror film where the audience knows that impending doom awaits the main characters but they are
continuing on their path anyways, despite all the warning signs.
She started to cry at the futility of it, as she tried in vain will the car to stop. She was embarrassed, on top of
everything else; everyone was watching this situation, and while it was her property, she had no control over it. The
barista had run out but he only stood there dumbly and watched. A few of the other patrons chattered excitedly.
There was nothing to do, in any case; the car was unmanned and to get behind and try to stop it was pure folly as it
would probably just end up hurting someone.
The back wheels of the car rolled up onto the curb right in front of the glass wall. She felt the bottom of her
stomach drop once again as she imagined the car smashing slowly into the windows. It shuddered slightly and, to her
immense relief, the car finally came to a stop inches away from the glass.
Her hands shook and she felt a dull ache in her knee where it had scraped against the side of the car when
she had tried to stop it. She still felt wildly out of control, even though the car had finally stopped, without crashing
through the glass wall and without hurting anyone. She couldn’t stop the flood of tears which now flowed out of relief
rather than dread.
“Oh honey!” exclaimed an older black woman who had been standing nearby. “It’s all right! Don’t cry!” This
stranger enveloped her in a hug, telling her it was all going to be all right. “Nobody got hurt! Things like this happen all
the time!” The kindness of this woman only made her cry more, because this woman was so caring despite being a
complete stranger.
“Thank you so much, ma’am. I’ll be all right. I’m just in shock. Nothing like that has ever happened to me
before.” She tried to smile but a fresh wave of tears overtook her and contorted her lips.
“Honey, you’re fine. Don’t you worry about it. Things don’t matter; people matter, and nobody got hurt. That’s
the important thing. Are you ok?”
“Yes ma’am. Thank you.” The woman went inside to get on with her day. The barista seemed to be pretending nothing had happened and was now going back into the café, perhaps to continue cleaning the tables.
A homeless-looking man who had been walking by approached her, smoking a cigarette. He looked dirty
and his thin hair was a mass of grease. He smiled at her and his teeth were brown and black. “I wouldn’t worry about
that if I were you,” he said. “You were lucky. A few years ago the same thing happened to me when I was at the post
office. I come out, and my car’s all the way at the other side of the parking lot. I wasn’t paying much attention at the
time so I just went on home. The next day, the police knock on my door, say I’m wanted for a hit and run. Turns out
my car hit a few other cars and one of those big mail boxes as it was rolling and I didn’t notice. You’re lucky, you didn’t hit anything.” He started chuckling and she laughed along with him, her tears drying on her cheeks as she realized
the absurdity of it all. The man told her to have a good day and continued on his walk.
Her heart was still pounding, but her composure was returning. The moving car was a great metaphor for
life: unpredictable and uncontrollable. Sometimes there is nothing you can do when situations arise. You try to stay
out of harm’s way and hope that everything turns out better than expected.
The barista returned with a manager but as they approached she smiled and started giggling to herself. “Are
you all right?” the barista asked her. “Yes,” she said. “Life’s just funny sometimes.” In that moment she had realized
she now had exactly what she had asked for: a story.
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Open Window Day
By
Deb Jellett

There is a glorious, yet brief, time in Lower Alabama between the mild, but often rainy,
winters and the oppressive hot and humid summers, when there are clear, bright days, a gentle breeze, when thee temperatures hover around 70. On those days you can open the windows and let the fresh Spring breeze sweep out winter’s cobwebs. The world is awash in
the fresh yellow greens of beginnings and the azaleas are in full bloom, globes of pink and
white. It was on just such a day that he died.
One minute he was there, And the next minute, he had toppled off the ladder back chair onto the kitchen floor and lay there. A half eaten sandwich, his bite marks on it, lay on the
plate and the crossword puzzle he had been working on was left propped against the sugar
bowl. The glass of milk he had been drinking tumbled to the floor with him and splatters
of milk mixed with the broken glass in an arc, like paint splattered onto a canvas. The open
bread, the jar of mayonnaise on its side with a knife still in it and the empty packet of ham
were strewn across the counter and the egg encrusted plate he had used at breakfast lay unwashed in the sink. A single fly buzzed around it.
When she found him, she knew he was dead. Her shoes crunched the glass as she made her
way across the kitchen. A dog was barking somewhere in the distance. She called their doctor and when he came, he examined him and said it had been a heart attack. He took matters in hand and led her into the living room. She sat in his chair, the old black leather recliner with the worn seat and tattered arms, while the doctor cleared up the glass and the
milk on the kitchen floor. He called the undertakers and then left, saying she should call him
if he could do anything else.
The undertakers came, and she told them he had wanted to be cremated. The gurney
squeaked as they rolled him out the front door and she stood peeping through the curtains as
they loaded him into the black hearse. A little boy whizzed past on his tricycle. A gentle
breeze stirred the lace panels and she was alone.
The kitchen was as he had left it and she cleared the table, threw away the uneaten food and
cleaned the counter.
As she stood at the kitchen sink, looking at the sunset, a chilly wave of air came through the
open window and she reached over and closed out the night.
She was hungry and so she heated up some leftover lasagna. When the microwave pinged,
she jumped.
She sat down at the table and remembered she had forgotten the milk. She went across to the
fridge, pulled out the carton and slowly poured it down the drain.
when the temperatures hover around 70. On those days you can open the windows
and let the fresh Spring breeze sweep out winter’s cobwebs. The world is awash in the
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sugar bowl. The glass of milk he had been drinking tumbled to the floor with him and splatters
of milk mixed with the broken glass in an arc, like paint splattered onto a canvas. The open
bread, the jar of mayonnaise on its side with a knife still in it and the empty packet of ham were
strewn across the counter and the egg encrusted plate he had used at breakfast lay unwashed in
the sink. A single fly buzzed around it.
When she found him, she knew he was dead. Her shoes crunched the glass as she made
her way across the kitchen. A dog was barking somewhere in the distance. She called their doctor and when he came, he examined him and said it had been a heart attack. He took matters in
hand and led her into the living room. She sat in his chair, the old black leather recliner with the
worn seat and tattered arms, while the doctor cleared up the glass and the milk on the kitchen
floor. He called the undertakers and then left, saying she should call him if he could do anything
else.
The undertakers came, and she told them he had wanted to be cremated. The gurney
squeaked as they rolled him out the front door and she stood peeping through the curtains as they
loaded him into the black hearse. A little boy whizzed past on his tricycle. A gentle breeze
stirred the lace panels and she was alone.
The kitchen was as he had left it and she cleared the table, threw away the uneaten
food and cleaned the counter.
As she stood at the kitchen sink, looking at the sunset, a chilly wave of air came through
the open window and she reached over and closed out the night.
She was hungry and so she heated up some leftover lasagna. When the microwave pinged, she

jumped.

She sat down at the table and remembered she had forgotten the milk. She went across to the fridge,
pulled out the carton and slowly poured it down the drain.

This selection was previously published in Story Teller Magazine.

Deb Jellett was born and raised in Mobile Alabama.
She has been a lawyer in England, a
business owner in Washington, DC.
She now sits on top of a mountain and
writes and walks Airedales..
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